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rotational bias of the six bones was 0.291° with a precision of ± 0.268°. 

Bead-based: the overall translational bias was 0.037 mm with a precision 

of ± 0.032 mm and for rotation was 0.292° with a precision of ± 0.263°. 

We have validated the potential of our system to track foot bone motion. 

Bead-and bone-based tracking have comparable errors vs. the precision 

stages. This X-ray based methodology can significantly benefit the field 

of image-based measurement and diagnostics by allowing the direct measure 

of foot bone kinematics during activities such as gait. 
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Abstract 1 

Measuring foot kinematics using optical motion capture is technically challenging due to skin 2 

tissue artifact and small bone size. We present a validation of our biplane X-ray system, 3 

demonstrating its capacity to track foot bones. Using precision stages we imaged two sets of 4 

tali, calcanei and first metatarsals, with imbedded beads, through 30 unique positions. Bone- 5 

and bead-based algorithms were employed for semi-automatic tracking. Translational and 6 

rotational positions were compared to precision stages to determine performance. For each 7 

bone, 300 frames were analyzed. Model-based: The resulting overall translational bias of the six 8 

bones was 0.058 mm with a precision of ± 0.049 mm. The overall rotational bias of the six 9 

bones was 0.291° with a precision of ± 0.268°. Bead-based: the overall translational bias was 10 

0.037 mm with a precision of ± 0.032 mm and for rotation was 0.292° with a precision of ± 11 

0.263°. We have validated the potential of our system to track foot bone motion. Bead-and 12 

bone-based tracking have comparable errors vs. the precision stages. This X-ray based 13 

methodology can significantly benefit the field of image-based measurement and diagnostics by 14 

allowing the direct measure of foot bone kinematics during activities such as gait.  15 
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Abbreviations 16 

CPU: central processing unit 17 

CMM: coordinate measurement machine 18 

DLT: direct linear transformation 19 

DDR: digitally reconstructed radiograph 20 

GPU: graphic processing unit 21 

GUI: graphically user interface 22 

NCC: normalized correlation coefficient 23 

RMSE: root mean square error 24 

STA: skin tissue artifact 25 

 26 

 27 

  28 
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Introduction 29 

The joints within the lower extremity: the hip, knee and – the focus of this work – the foot and 30 

ankle complex, play a primary role in locomotion and mobility but their function can be 31 

challenging to study. The common standard in the field of joint kinematics is optical motion 32 

capture. These systems utilize reflective surface markers and a measurement volume flooded 33 

with infrared light in order to track the motion of body segments. Optical motion capture has 34 

been used to study the lower extremity through the development of numerous marker models 35 

[1-5]. These models have been used to quantify gait kinematics in normal subjects [6, 7], in 36 

patients with ankle arthrosis [8], and in patients with adult-acquired flatfoot deformity [9].  37 

However, an overall limitation of optical motion capture is skin tissue artifact (STA) – the error 38 

associated with the non-rigid motion between the skin-mounted location of an optical marker 39 

and the underlying bony landmark it is nominally tracking [10-16]. Cappello et al. demonstrated 40 

that (at the knee) a single calibration of landmark locations yields a root-mean-square error 41 

(RMSE) which averaged 3.7° to 6.4° in rotation and 6.3 mm to 12.9 mm in translation. Their 42 

attempts to compensate by considering two kinematic calibration endpoints and linearly 43 

interpolating between them reduced the average RMSE to 1.4° to 1.6° in rotation and 2.0 mm 44 

to 2.8 mm in translation [10]. Tranberg and Karlsson measured STA using metal markers and a 45 

fluoroscopy system. They found that marker movement was dependent on marker location – 46 

with distal forefoot markers demonstrating less motion (a maximum 1.8 mm) than proximal 47 

hind and midfoot markers (a maximum of 4.3 mm) [11]. The phase of the gait cycle was also 48 

found to affect STA. Shultz, Kedgley, and Jenkyn found greater marker STA error in triad origin 49 

translation in toe-off, than in heel-strike or mid-stance for the calcaneus and navicular (e.g., 50 

12.1 ± 0.3 mm at toe-off vs. 5.9 ± 7.3 mm at heel-strike for the calcaneus) [12]. These location 51 

and movement-specific variabilities in overall optical motion capture error are worth 52 

consideration by themselves, but there are additional challenges present when studying the 53 

foot and ankle. A study by Nester et al. used bone pins to compare to two optical marker 54 

techniques (individually mounted skin markers and rigid marker plates mounted to skin). Their 55 

study found errors that were specific to the particular joint and plane of motion. Comparing any 56 

two of their three protocols (individual, plate and bone motion) during stance, the results 57 

showed an average maximum difference in error that was >3% in 100% of the data, >5% in 73% 58 

of the data and >8% in 23% of the data [15].  59 

Two additional specific limitations of optical motion capture arise when considering the 60 

anatomy of the foot and ankle. The first is that an important bone in the ankle (the talus) 61 

possesses no near-surface landmarks due to its depth; this renders it unsuitable for optical 62 

motion capture and thus prevents the separation of ankle and subtalar joint motions. The 63 

second specific limitation is that many of the bones of the foot are very small, and are therefore 64 
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technically challenging to affix adequate markers to without experiencing significant marker 65 

visual overlap and merging; this requires the grouping of several bones into multi-bone 66 

kinematic segments, necessitating a simplification of the kinematics within the foot and ankle 67 

from bones to regions, a paradigm ill-suited for joint-specific study. In summary, optical motion 68 

capture is limited primarily due to STA, which is influenced by marker location and gait phase; 69 

there are also secondary concerns due to bone depth and size. Present through all of the 70 

mentioned studies are errors that may be particularly problematic when considering the 71 

magnitude of joint motions that are associated with clinical significance. 72 

Biplane fluoroscopy (also known as dynamic stereo X-ray [16], dual-orthogonal fluoroscopy 73 

[17], etc.) is a rapidly growing technique which can visualize and track the motion of bones 74 

directly. By directly imaging the bones, some of the deficiencies of optical motion capture – 75 

including difficulties in marker tracking due to STA – are overcome. Direct visualization with 76 

fluoroscopy also resolves challenges with tracking deep bones and small bones. 77 

Biplane fluoroscopy has been used elsewhere to study the hip [18, 19], the knee [17, 20, 21] 78 

and the ankle [22-24]. Due to the relative novelty of this technology, the lack of standardized 79 

commercial availability of processing software, and the strong influence that the anatomy of 80 

interest has on the potential bias of such systems – the need to validate biplane fluoroscopy 81 

techniques is strongly acknowledged in the community. Numerous laboratories have published 82 

literature describing their validation methods in order to support the findings and impact of 83 

their subsequent research [19, 21, 24-30]. Most studies use bead-based (also called marker-84 

based) tracking as a reference for their bone-based (also called model-based) results, where the 85 

position of the beads is the “gold standard” by which their bone tracking is compared to. At the 86 

hip, Lin et al. reported an bias ± precision of 0.60 ± 0.75 mm and 0.69 ± 0.85° for the hip in 87 

static poses [19]. Anderst et al. tracked the femur and tibia with bias ranging (in their static 88 

trials), overall, from -0.37 mm to 0.14 mm and precision ranging from 0.03 mm to 0.08 mm 89 

when comparing their bead-based tracking results to model-based [21]. Using a similar method, 90 

Bey et al. reported values at the knee for the patella and femur with a bias which ranged overall 91 

from -0.174 mm to 0.248 mm, and a precision ranging from 0.023 mm to 0.062 mm for static 92 

trials [25]. In the ankle, Caputo et al. determined an average error in displacement of 0.04 ± 93 

0.11 mm, with an average error in rotation of 0.2 ± 0.1° [23]. Also in the ankle, Wang et al. 94 

reported a mean translational bias of 0.03 mm ± 0.35 mm and a mean rotational bias of 0.25° ± 95 

0.81° across all trials and for all bones (tibia, talus and calcaneus) [24]. 96 

Our laboratory has developed a biplane fluoroscopy system to study foot and ankle kinematics. 97 

We have previously reported the results of our hardware tuned to optimize marker-based 98 

tracking using a precision translation / rotation stage [31]. The objective of this work was to 99 

develop and validate a model-based tracking technique applied to the foot. A secondary 100 
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objective was to evaluate marker based tracking performance. Both objectives utilize a 101 

precision stage as a “gold standard”. With the use of a numerical optimization algorithm, we 102 

hypothesized that we could track the position and rotation of bones of the foot (talus, 103 

calcaneus and first metatarsal) with sub-millimeter and sub-degree bias and precision. 104 

Methods 105 

System Overview 106 

Biplane fluoroscopy works by using, in brief: (a) a pair of 2-dimensional (2D) images of subject’s 107 

bones during functional tasks taken from different perspectives; (b) a separate imaging session 108 

(commonly CT or MRI) collects high resolution bone geometry to build 3-dimensional (3D) 109 

digital bone models; (c) digital volumetric bone models are used to mathematically generate an 110 

artificial X-ray image in a virtual environment; (d) the pose of the digital bone models are 111 

adjusted until the artificial X-ray image “matches” the 2D images taken during subject trials. 112 

This methodology yields a 3D bone position for each frame, which can then be used to calculate 113 

joint kinematics over a dynamic exercise such as gait. More detail is included in the bone 114 

position optimization section below. 115 

Our biplane system hardware consists of two modified Philips BV Pulsera C-arm fluoroscopes 116 

(Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands), arbitrarily named the “blue” and “green” 117 

systems. The fluoroscopes’ digital cameras were replaced with high speed digital videocameras 118 

(Phantom v5.2, Vision Research, Wayne NJ) capable of a 1000 Hz framerate at an 1152 x 896 119 

pixel resolution. The fluoroscopes and digital cameras are connected to a laboratory PC which 120 

coordinates the activation of the fluoroscope systems and the collection of data through 121 

custom lab interface hardware. The performance of the hardware has been previously 122 

described [31]. 123 

Session Setup 124 

Prior to a session of testing, two sets of data are captured that are necessary for pre-processing 125 

of the experimental data. The first data set are images of a distortion correction plate which is 126 

affixed to the image intensifiers. This rigid aluminum plate has a precision machined grid of 3 127 

mm holes spaced 15 mm apart. Additionally there is a unique pattern of 5 mm holes present to 128 

define the plate orientation (Figure 1). The second data set are images of a localizer / 129 

calibration block. This rigid plastic block is made of a stable radiolucent polymer (R1/HG3000, 130 

GoldenWest Mfg., Inc.; Cedar Ridge, CA). The localizer block has 15 tantalum beads of varying 131 

diameters permanently seated within it at known locations to form a unique 3D pattern (Figure 132 

2). True bead centroids and diameters were determined to within 0.007 mm using a coordinate 133 
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measuring machine (CMM, Global Performance Model, Hexagon Metrology; North Kingstown, 134 

RI). More details are provided in the pre-processing section, and in the prior publication [31]. 135 

Validation Trials 136 

Two calcanei, tali, and first metatarsals were harvested from cadaveric donors (three females 137 

aged: 72, 80 and 82 years old weighing 53, 73 and 63 kg, respectively). The bones were 138 

imbedded in foam blocks (Figure 3, top). These blocks are rigid to prevent movement of the 139 

imbedded bones, and are of low radiodensity to prevent image artifact; additionally a plastic 140 

“wand” affixed to the block served as an attachment point for validation trials. Tantalum beads 141 

(1.6mm diameter) were implanted in four corners of each foam block and secured with 142 

superglue. The foam thus rigidly joins the beads and the bones, but also separates the beads 143 

from the surface of the bone to reduce artifacts which occur when implanted beads in or on 144 

cortical bone are CT scanned. Two beads were also implanted into the wand. Validation trials 145 

were performed for each of the six bones under two conditions: translation and rotation of the 146 

imbedded-bone foam blocks. 147 

Each block was individually affixed to a linear stage via the wand to a 1-micron precision 148 

stepper-motor (ROB-09238, SparkFun Electronics, Niwok CO) with attached micrometer (Figure 149 

3, bottom). Starting at the original position, each block was imaged and then translated 0, 0.1, 150 

0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10 and 15mm from the original position. At each position, the 151 

block was imaged at 1000 Hz for 0.1 seconds to yield 100 static stereo image pairs.  152 

The block wand was then mounted to a precision gearbox coupled to a rotational 153 

potentiometer (6209 series, Measurement Specialties Inc., Hampton VA). Again starting from 154 

an original position, each block was imaged and then rotated to 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 155 

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 15 degrees from the original position. A 100 static frames 156 

captured at 1000 Hz were recorded in the same manner as the translational trials.  157 

The imbedded-bone foam blocks were collectively CT scanned using a GE Discovery CT750 HD. 158 

The CT volume was reconstructed to form an isometric volume with voxel spacing of 0.4922 159 

mm/voxel.  160 

Pre-Processing 161 

For each bone, 100 frames of fluoroscopic images were captured at each position. To reduce 162 

the number of frames to analyze, these data were decimated to yield 10 image frames for each 163 

translational or rotational position. Each bone was posed in 30 unique positions (translation 164 

and rotation together) which yield 300 frames per bone for a total of 1800 image pairs (Figure 165 

4) to analyze in this study. 166 
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The session setup images of the distortion correction plate are used with a previously-reported 167 

algorithm [31] to generate a template. This template is applied to each frame of data to remove 168 

the in-plane distortion that arises during the fluoroscope acquisition (most notably the 169 

pincushion effect and magnetic lens distortion). The localizer / calibration block images are 170 

used to establish the relative 3D positions of the X-ray sources and the image acquisition planes 171 

[31]. This is done for each fluoroscope by first identifying each of the bead centroids in the 172 

fluoroscope image, and then calculating the direct linear transformation (DLT) matrix that 173 

relates the 2D positions of these beads to the corresponding 3D locations. This DLT calculation 174 

provides extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters, which are necessary to generate our virtual 175 

imaging environment [32]. 176 

The CT scan of the imbedded-bone foam blocks was imported into custom segmentation 177 

software (Multi-Rigid [33]). This software provides a semi-automated method for segmenting 178 

bones. MultiRigid outputs two 3D volume datasets: scan intensity (bone density) information, 179 

and a label file that identifies which bone is contained by each voxel. 180 

Bone Position Optimization 181 

The major steps to determine bone position are: creation of digitally reconstructed radiographs 182 

(DRRs), manual setting of the initial bone pose, and algorithmic optimization of bone position. 183 

A virtual imaging environment was formed in a coordinate system defined by the localizer / 184 

calibration block pre-processing. To create the DRRs, the 3D bone density and geometry data 185 

obtained from processing the CT scans in Multi-Rigid are imported into that virtual 186 

environment. In the virtual environment, X-rays are assumed to emit from a point source (the 187 

location of the focal spot) and project onto a virtual image intensifier focal plane. Thus a ray can 188 

be defined as extending from the virtual source, potentially though a virtual bone (depending 189 

on where the bone is positioned), to a given pixel on the virtual image intensifier. There are 190 

1.03x106 pixels (and therefore rays) for each of the two virtual fluoroscope / intensifier pairs. 191 

The DRR is thus a 2D array of pixel intensity values with each intensity value corresponding to a 192 

numerical estimate of the integral of the CT voxel values along each of these rays. 193 

A user of the biplane system interfaces with the optimization software through a graphical user 194 

interface (GUI). This GUI allows the user to view any frame in a data set, and select which bone 195 

to activate in the virtual imaging environment. Activated bones will display their 3D surface 196 

files, allowing the user to rapidly match bone pose with the fluoroscope image. To accomplish 197 

this, the user has a variety of positioning tools available to manually align the 3D bone surface 198 

in both fluoroscope views with the imaged bone. These include tools that allow the user to 199 

adjust the 3D bone position in individual 2D fluoroscope views, manually input rotation and 200 

translation values, and perform 3D rotation of the bone (Figure 5).  201 
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Once the user has performed a manual initial positioning of the bone, an automated 202 

optimization algorithm using a derivative-free optimizer (CONDOR) [34] is initialized. At each 203 

perturbation, the following steps occur: 204 

 A DRR is generated for the bone pose. 205 

 The horizontal and vertical gradients of each DRR are calculated. 206 

 A binary mask is generated for the non-zero pixels of the DRR (i.e., the region where the 207 

bone projects onto the virtual image intensifier plane). This mask is dilated by several 208 

pixels. 209 

 The horizontal and vertical gradients of the fluoroscope image are calculated. 210 

 The binary mask is applied to the fluoroscope image and its gradients for subsequent 211 

analysis. 212 

 NCCs (normalized correlation coefficients) are calculated for the pair of gradient images 213 

and for the pairs of intensity images. 214 

 A final weighted sum of NCC values is calculated. 215 

The optimizer iteratively perturbs the six degrees of freedom of each bone (three Euler angles 216 

and three centroid offsets) characteristic of rigid-body transformations. This is done until the 217 

overall NCC value was maximized; this position is deemed the “optimal” position for that bone / 218 

frame (Figure 5, area B). Typically, 200-250 DRRs must be generated for each pair of 219 

fluoroscope images before the optimized position is found. 220 

For bone position optimization, both image intensities and image gradients (horizontal and 221 

vertical) from each of the two perspectives are used to evaluate the match between DRR and 222 

fluoroscope images. Intensity matching provides a coarse registration, while image gradients, 223 

which tend to accentuate object edges and similar features, provide fine adjustments to the 224 

registration (Figure 6). 225 

Image gradients in the horizontal (GH) and vertical (GV) directions were calculated by means of 226 

image convolution. These gradient images were designed to make object edges more 227 

pronounced, which can aid in fine adjustments to the optimal bone position. The convolution 228 

kernel was a 2D Gaussian gradient kernel, which combined both differentiation and Gaussian 229 

blurring into a single convolution. The kernel K that was used to calculate the gradient in the x-230 

direction (horizontal) direction was defined as: 231 

       
  

      
 
  

     

    
          [Equation 1] 232 

And thus the horizontal gradient image at pixel (x,y) was: 233 

                            
    

 
          [Equation 2] 234 
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For the present study, σ = 1.5 pixels and N = 6. To calculate the gradient in the vertical 235 

direction, u and v are swapped in Equation 1.  236 

CONDOR’s merit function relies on a user-specified weighted linear combination of intensity- 237 

and gradient-based NCC calculations. For each of the two fluoroscopes, three NCCs were 238 

calculated: (a) DRR intensity vs. masked fluoroscope intensity, (b) DRR horizontal gradient vs. 239 

masked fluoroscope horizontal gradient, and (c) DRR vertical gradient vs. masked fluoroscope 240 

vertical gradient.  241 

These three NCCs are each weighted by a factor of (1/3) and summed; accordingly, the gradient 242 

NCCs are weighted twice as much (2/3) as the intensity NCCs, to promote fine adjustments of 243 

the registration. The weighted NCCs from the two fluoroscopes are then averaged together. 244 

The NCC of two images d and f, both containing n pixels, is defined as: 245 

    
                

   

           
              

   

     [Equation 3] 246 

Where    and    are the mean values of images d and f. Thus, the NCC is the ratio of the dot 247 

product of the two images divided by the product of their standard deviations. These result in a 248 

total of five summations for each NCC: two summations to calculate the means, two sums of 249 

squared deviations, and one dot product (product of deviations).  250 

Bead Position Optimization 251 

Four tantalum beads were rigidly imbedded in corners of the foam blocks containing each bone 252 

(Figure 4). For each frame, the location of these beads in the frames was first determined using 253 

a template-matching algorithm [35]. Briefly, an 11x11 pixel template image of a bead was first 254 

defined from one frame. For each pixel in the full fluoroscope image, this template image was 255 

centered over the target pixel, and the NCC was calculated between the template image and 256 

the portion of the full image underlying the template image. The pixel locations in the full 257 

image where the NCC exceeded a specified threshold defined the bead locations for that frame. 258 

This was repeated for all frames in both fluoroscopes. The 2D bead locations were then 259 

converted to 3D coordinates using the DLT.  260 

Post-Processing and Analysis 261 

For the translational trials, the resulting global translation between each bone’s or set of bead’s 262 

frame-by-frame optimal transformation matrix was extracted for comparison to the precision 263 

linear stage. For the rotational trials, a screw axis was calculated for each frame for a given 264 

bone or set of beads. The rotation about this screw axis was extracted for comparison to the 265 
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precision rotational stage. The translation or rotation of the beads (relative to their initial 266 

locations) was then calculated and compared to their respective model-based calculations. 267 

The bias of our optimization technique was defined as the root-mean-square (RMS) error of the 268 

difference between the known and calculated bone or bead position, each relative to the 269 

precision stage, while the precision was defined as the standard deviation of that difference 270 

[31]. 271 

Results 272 

The overall bone-based translational bias of the six bones was 0.058 mm with a precision of ± 273 

0.049. The overall bone-based rotational bias of the six bones was 0.291° with a precision of ± 274 

0.268°. Considering individual bones in translation, all bones were tracked with comparable 275 

bias with the exception of one calcaneus (Calcaneus B) (Figure 7, left). The talus from the same 276 

specimen optimized consistently like the other bones. Considering individual bones in rotation, 277 

the results of the performance of the six bones are given (Figure 7, right).  278 

The magnitude of rotational and translational errors for bead tracking was similar to the bone 279 

results. The overall translational bias of the bead tracking was 0.037 mm with a precision of ± 280 

0.032 mm. The overall rotational bias of the bead tracking was 0.292° with a precision of ± 281 

0.263°. 282 

Our central processing unit (CPU) bone-based optimization algorithm averages 300 ms per DRR 283 

generation. The optimization of a single bone in a single frame took on average 6-8 minutes. 284 

While some automated optimization trials drifted into a grossly wrong position, this was rare 285 

and most optimizations completed without requiring a restart of the optimization. 286 

Discussion 287 

Algorithm Performance: The primary goal of this paper was to demonstrate the function and 288 

capability of our custom created model-based tracking software. We have presented a method 289 

for optimizing bone pose and validated that method by tracking several bones of interest in the 290 

foot and ankle. The bias and precision of our model-based tracking method (0.058 ± 0.049 mm 291 

for translation and 0.291 ± 0.268° for rotation) was determined by comparison to the precision 292 

linear / rotational stage. By collecting precision stage, bead- and model-based data, we also 293 

have the ability to evaluate how bead-based results compare against a higher resolution 294 

standard (the precision stage). A secondary goal was to determine the bias and precision of our 295 

bead-based tracking method (0.037 ± 0.032mm for translation and 0.292 ± 0.263° for rotation), 296 

which was found to be comparable. Thus we achieved both goals, as the model- and bead-297 

based tracking both demonstrated sub-millimeter and sub-degree bias and precision, indicating 298 
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our ability to track several isolated bones of the foot and ankle (the talus, calcaneus and first 299 

metatarsal) during 1000 Hz fluoroscopic imaging.  300 

The performance of our system compares well to prior validations using the biplane 301 

fluoroscopy technique. At the hip: Martin et al. found model-based bias averages (for single 302 

bones) that did not exceed 0.21 mm, with precision values that reached a maximum of 0.22 303 

mm for the femur and 0.24 mm for the pelvis [18]; Lin et al. determined static (bias ± precision) 304 

values of 0.60 ± 0.75 mm and 0.69 ± 0.85° when imaging the pelvis and femur, respectively. At 305 

the knee: Anderst et al. found that the only significant bias in their system related to the z-axis 306 

position of the tibia (−0.37 ± 0.13mm). They also reported an overall model-based precision for 307 

static trials which ranged from 0.030 to 0.080 mm (noted as depending on laboratory axis 308 

direction, with less precision for x-axis) [21]; Bey et al. considered differences between bead- 309 

and model-based techniques, finding a bias which ranged from -0.174 to 0.248 mm (reported to 310 

depend on coordinate direction) and a precision which ranged from 0.023 to 0.062 mm [25]. At 311 

the ankle, and most germane to this study, Caputo et al. implanted markers in the tibia, talus 312 

and calcaneus then performed five tracking trials in each of three positions of the ankle 313 

(neutral, dorsiflexion, and plantar flexion). Comparing the marker to the model-based results, 314 

they determined an average error in tibiotalar kinematics of 0.04 ± 0.11mm (in joint 315 

displacement) and 0.2 ± 0.1° (in joint rotation) [23]. In summary: numerous biplane systems, 316 

employed to study joints at all levels in the lower extremity, have been consistently validated to 317 

demonstrate their ability to track motion in sub-millimeter and sub-degree ranges, as our 318 

system has now been shown to. 319 

The bead tracking results of this work are significant in that they demonstrate errors of similar 320 

magnitude to the model-based results; both validations are performed against a standard with 321 

a resolution at least an order of magnitude better. This issue has been previously discussed in 322 

the literature: Anderst et al. noted the limitations of bead-based tracking due to this resolution 323 

concern, but also stated the necessity to validate during an in vivo dynamic motion, which 324 

requires the use of beads as the gold standard [21]. Bey et al. also acknowledge the usefulness 325 

of measuring to an order of magnitude better than the smallest change of interest [25]. It 326 

should be noted that clinically relevant effect sizes may vary between different joints; Brainerd 327 

et al. described the difficulty of validating the motion of small bones with beads [36], a concern 328 

which is particularly important in the study of the foot and ankle joints; Miranda et al. also 329 

noted similar magnitudes of error in their marker-based and markerless tracking when 330 

compared to a precision stage-based gold standard [37]. By validating our data to a precision 331 

stage, and by positioning beads within blocks larger than the bones, we generated very rigorous 332 

reference data to compare to the model-based tracking performance. 333 
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Both methods (beads vs. precision stage) have advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of 334 

using beads as the gold standard is that complex and dynamic motions can readily be tested 335 

and validated using actual joints, whether in vivo or in vitro. The disadvantage is that the error 336 

magnitude of beads as a gold standard is similar to that of model-based tracking. The 337 

advantage of using a precision stage as the gold standard is the improvement in its 338 

measurement resolution, but this comes with the technical limitation of being unable to 339 

simulate natural movement during validation. 340 

There are some limitations to this work. First we did not image bones in their native 341 

environment (the foot), but instead imaged them in isolation from neighboring bones and from 342 

their enveloping soft tissue. We also imaged static positions of the bones and not dynamic 343 

movement. Additionally, our processing time requires several hours for a single bone to be 344 

tracked during less than a second of fluoroscope image capture (i.e., a gait cycle). While this 345 

processing time is being addressed through system improvements (e.g., graphical processing 346 

unit (GPU)-based programming), the time currently required limits the use of this system to 347 

research studies. We did not simulate a physiological motion as our precision stages were 348 

limited to uni-axial translation and rotation of the bones. We mitigated these effects by 349 

translating bones along a direction which is similar to subject’s path of travel through the 350 

imaging field in vivo, and our rotational axis was chosen for each bone to approximately 351 

correspond to the primary axis of internal and external rotation of the foot. We also analyzed 352 

single frames captured at 1000Hz, a frequency which would eliminate motion blur artifact 353 

during dynamic imaging, rendering our static frame quality similar to the quality expected 354 

during dynamic imaging. Regarding our bead-based tracking, by imbedding the beads in a foam 355 

block we increased our inter-bead distances, which could artificially improve the accuracy of 356 

our bead-based measurement. This was done so that the foam block protected the bone from 357 

bead imaging artifact (by increasing bead-bone surface distance) during the CT scan. A final 358 

concern is related to the anatomical shape of the bones affecting the bias. For example, in 359 

rotation the results of the tali appear less accurate than the calcanei or first metatarsals (Figure 360 

7, right), though it should be noted that these observations are only anecdotal at this point (n=2 361 

for each bone). However, it is reasonable to surmise that bones which exhibit some amount of 362 

axial symmetry, and bones which are very small, may both track less well than large and 363 

uniquely shaped bones – both of these issues may be of greater concern when studying the 364 

foot vs. other joints of the lower extremity. 365 

Conclusions 366 

The validation of our model-based tracking algorithm is a vital step towards using this 367 

technology in research and clinical settings. The benefits (a better standard) and drawbacks 368 

(limited motion) of using precision stage data for validation, as opposed to bead-tracking, has 369 
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been investigated. In the future, we plan to explore improved methods to achieve faster 370 

optimization times, and improvements to the tracking algorithm to accurately track the entire 371 

pantheon of bones within the intact foot. 372 

In summary, due to the high level of dependence this technology has on the anatomy / joint of 373 

interest it is used to measure, we have demonstrated accurate and precise tracking of a set of 374 

bones which are of interest in foot and ankle kinematics. Talar and calcaneal kinematics are 375 

necessary to parse the kinematics of the hindfoot faithfully into ankle and subtalar joint 376 

motions. We have demonstrated our ability to track these bones. Further, the first metatarsal 377 

plays a key role in many forefoot pathologies, as well as having significant use in the 378 

determination of overall foot shape and deformity. By testing our methodology against these 379 

key structures, we have validated our use of biplane fluoroscopy to study pathologies and 380 

treatments of the foot and ankle. 381 

  382 
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Figure Captions 383 

Figure 1: (Left) Aluminum distortion correction plate with 3 mm holes in a 1.5 cm precision 384 

pattern. Note the unique pattern of the larger (5 mm) holes which is used for automatic 385 

orientation of the image. (Center) Fluoroscopic image of the distortion correction plate prior to 386 

the application of the corrective mapping – lower right enlargement shows known hole pattern, 387 

a.k.a. control points (black dots) with displacement error (white lines) mapping them to the 388 

imaged hole pattern (grey circles). (Right) Fluoroscope image of the distortion correction plate 389 

after the application of the corrective mapping – lower right enlargement shows control points 390 

aligned with holes in the corrected image. 391 

Figure 2: (Left) Image localizer / calibration block, note the various bead sizes and unique 3D 392 

pattern. (Right) Fluoroscope image of the localizer block showing bead size and pattern. 393 

Figure 3: (Top) Bones imbedded in foam block on CT scan bed; the amount of foam surrounding 394 

blocks was chosen to give a buffer between the bone and the tantalum beads imbedded in the 395 

wand (black stalk) and foam corners – tantalum beads can cause surface artifact if near bone in 396 

CT scans. (Bottom) Imaging experimental setup: (A) X-ray emitters, (B) linear / rotational stage 397 

setup, here configured for rotation, and (C) foam block with calcaneus imbedded.  398 

Figure 4: (Left) Fluoroscopy image of calcaneus A from the “blue” and (Right) “green” systems. 399 

Note the location of the wand connection to the precision stage (white line, left image). Also 400 

visible are tantalum beads which are glued into the extreme edges of the foam block, with two 401 

additional beads in the wand. The foam block is barely visible due to its low density; the plastic 402 

collar connecting the wand to the foam block is visible (white line, right image).  403 

Figure 5: Graphical user interface (GUI) for the initial position / optimization software. Shown is 404 

the same frame of calcaneus A from Figure 4. We label the two fluoroscopes as “blue” and 405 

“green” (left and right sets of fluoroscope views in this figure). Each image contains the 406 

fluoroscope image, and a 3D bone surface overlays (and surface centroids as large dots). The 407 

top pair of images (A) represents an un-optimized DRR (light bone shadow) / fluoroscope (dark 408 

bone shadow) configuration showing poor overlap, the bottom pair of images (B) represent an 409 

optimized DRR / fluoroscope configuration showing complete overlap. 410 

The bottom portion of this figure shows the control and indicator windows for the GUI. The 411 

bone surfaces in this image update in real time as the position of the initial guess is manually 412 

adjusted. The user can adjust the initial position of bones by any combination of: mouse drag of 413 

the 3D bone overlay within the 2D fluoroscope image panes, entering numerical values into the 414 

“current pose” table, and performing a 3D manipulation of the bone (lower right graphic). NCC 415 

values are displayed as separate breakdowns of intensity vs. gradient for each view (“blue” and 416 
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“green”), as well as final weighted NCC. Frame advance, key frame, and saving features are built 417 

in to aid the user.  418 

Figure 6: (Left) Vertical gradient and (Right) horizontal gradient of the DRR of calcaneus A for 419 

the “blue” fluoroscope (the “green” fluoroscope was handled similarly). These images are 420 

separately compared using the NCC to the fluoroscope image gradients. 421 

Figure 7: Performance of the algorithm to track each of the six bones during complete 422 

translation trials, along with the average overall translational bias and precision for the six 423 

cadaveric bones tested (left). And similar summary for the rotational performance of the six 424 

bones is also includes (right). Met = First Metatarsal, Calc = Calcaneus. 425 

Figure 8: Performance of the algorithm to track the bead sets for each of the six bones during 426 

translation trials, along with the average overall translational bias and precision for the six bead 427 

sets tested (left). And similar summary for the rotational performance of the six bead sets is 428 

also included (right). Met = First Metatarsal, Calc = Calcaneus.  429 
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